[Study of the electrical properties of retinal horizontal cell syncytia by the technic of uniform polarization].
For uniform polarization of syncytial or cable structures at a large area with current passed via extracellular electrodes the extracellular longitudinal gradient of potential must be proportional to distance from the edge of preparation. In this paper the profile of conducting plate was found analytically which allows to obtain such a distribution of potentials. The profile is formed by hyperbola and its orthogonal asymptotes. Two polarizing electrodes are applied to places where the hyperbola is near to asymptotes. On the surfaces formed by asymptotes the gradient of potential is proportional to distance from intersection of these surfaces. Such a conducting plate was made as cavity in plexiglas filled by Ringer solution in agar. The plate was used for obtaining the voltage-current curves of horizontal cell membrane in gold fish retina. The area of uniform polarization was 4-5 mm long. Measurements inside this area allowed to determine the space constant of horizontal cell layer. The space constant measured in bright light (when resistance of subsynaptic membrane is high) depends on the membrane potential, being high (approximately 1,5 mm) during depolarization and low (0,2-0,4 mm) during hyperpolarization.